
Assembly Languages: Project description 

In this project, you are going to implement a program to draw sine waves, animate a 

box and compute a value of sine. Please refer to the demo program for details. 

 

MUST BE DONE LIST: 

1. Show a message box. Your name must be appeared as caption of the message box. 

It also shows a description of the program. 

2. Create a gray color background and draw a screen boundary. 

3. Show digits 9, 8, 7, …, 0 one after another with a delay duration of around one 

second. After the digit 0 is shown, wait for two seconds before proceeding to the 

next phase. 

4. Draw sine waves and clear the sine waves. 

5. After the sine waves are cleared, animate a box starting from the upper left corner. 

Move the box in clockwise and change its color. As it moves, it clears the upper part 

of the screen boundary. 

6. After the box finishes one cycle, show your student ID at the center of the screen. 

7. Show a message “Press key q to quit animation….” 

8. Animate the box and move it around until the key “q” is pressed. 

9.Show a message to ask for an input of a floating point value x. 

10.Compute sin (x) and show the answer. Then repeat until the program is shut 

down. 

 

Key usages: 

‘q’: quit the box animation at any time 

 

 

You MUST write your program in one file. You write all of the code in 

assembly language. Your student name, student ID and email address 

must be included in the file. 

 

Submission:  1. upload the .asm file to our FTP site 

    2. submit a hard-copy report to my office. 

Penalty: 

-   The animated digit text/box is blinking heavily.  

-  The caption is not your student name. 

- The student ID is not your student ID. 

- The final outcome of your program is not similar to the one shown in the demo 

program. 



 

Report: Describe clearly how you implement the project, including flow charts and 

diagrams of the system structure.  

Report Content (MUST include all of them): 

Student Name: __________________ 

Student ID:_____________________ 

1. Introduction (5%) 

2. Flow charts (10%) 

 Description of the flow charts (10%) 

3. Diagrams of the system structure (10%) 

 Description of the structure diagrams (10%) 

4. Implementation  

 - implement the sine function (10%) 

 - draw sine waves (10%) 

 - draw/animate digits (10%) 

 - animate box (10%) 

 etc. 

5. Discussion (issues about problems and the way how you tackle the problems) 

(10%) 

6. Conclusion (issues about what you have learnt) (5%) 

 

Try not to include source code. You won’t receive extra points by including 

source code. 

 


